
The MATCOR anode centralizer is a non-

metallic, PVC welded assembly used to 

hold the anode, cable and vent pipe in 

the center of a deep anode cathodic 

protection system.  The sturdy centralizer 

will easily slide into the borehole without 

sharp edges to catch on irregular surfaces.  

It is manufactured with holes for attaching 

the supplied plastic cable ties used for 

securing the vent pipe and the anode.

INSTALLATION
The centralizer is easy to use.  Attach the 
centralizer with the provided cable ties to 
the vent pipe in the location of each anode. 
Then attach each anode to the centralizer 
with the cable ties.  For longer anodes, 
two centralizers may be advisable.  In case 
where the anodes are far apart, one or more 
additional centralizers may be installed 
between the anodes.

BENEFITS

Non-metallic, will not damage the 
anode cable or cause electrical short

Easy to install

Secures anode and vent pipe

Installs without hang-ups

MORE

MATCOR’s Centralizer holds the anode, cable and 
vent pipe in the center of a deep anode system.

MATCOR’s SuperVent™ is 
recommended for use with the 
Centralizer to ensure continuous 
venting and prevent blockage.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

When installing a non-MATCOR field 
assembled deep anode system that 
requires centralizers, use the MATCOR 
SuperVent™ Deep Anode Venting 
System to prevent vent pipe blockage 
and to ensure continuous venting of the 
deep anode cathodic protection system.

The MATCOR Durammo™ Deep Anode 
system is the only complete, factory 
assembled, ready to install deep anode 
system available and does not require 
anode centralizers.  Thousands of self 
centering Durammo Deep Anode 
Systems, in operation for more than 
200 million hours over 30 years, have 
successfully protected pipelines, wells, 
plants and infrastructure from corrosion.

The MATCOR Durammo™ 
Deep Anode system does not 
require anode centralizers.
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